
as a link of a chain. A chain is no stronger than its weakest link;
a firm can be no stronger than its weakest activity.

Linkages - the All-Important Connection

An Olympic 400-meter relay race team is brought together by
recruiting the four fastest 100-meter sprinters in the world. The
final race for the gold medal begins. The first runner gains a
lead over competing teams. The second runner increases the
lead, as does the third. The team is leading by a good margin,
but as the last sprinter comes up, the baton is dropped. The
runner is left in the dust and the race is lost while the dropped
baton is being recovered. The fastest runners in the world don't
even place in the race.

A lower cost structure is achieved by designing systems for all
activities, but the individual activities are only part of the
process. The best designed and executed systems can be no
better than the linkages that connect them.

To build solid links between activities, treat the next activity in
the chain like a customer. Just as a firm has external customers

who purchase its product, it has internal customers - whatever
happens to be next in the activity chain. Value is provided to a
customer by enhancing the customer's performance or by
lowering the customer's costs. Inside a firm, each activity
should enhance the performance or lower the cost of the next
activity, its internal customer. Design an activity both for
efficiency and for how it affects the performance and cost of the
next activity. Don't drop the baton.

Step 4. Spend your time where it will make you the most or
save you the most. Total production labor for typical
greenhouse plant production fits the model as:

Planting

20 - 25%

Care as

Needed

20 - 25%

Harvest

50 - 60%

Most growers are plant people. We concentrate on production.
We trust that a high-quality plant is all it takes to be successful.
But growing plants is only part of what we do. If a new person
asks what they need to know about growing plants, they are
usually told about watering, fertilizing, insects, and diseases —
everything involved with the actual growing of plants. All of
these activities are important in producing a quality plant, but
they are only part of the production process. The "Care As
Needed" activities represent only a minor portion of the
labor required to produce plants. Watering labor is minimal,
overhead or micro-tube systems. Fertilizer is applied
infrequently or through the water line. With good basic cultural
practices, insect and disease control do not require large blocks
of time. The activitieswe think of as growing our product, the
"Careas Needed" activities, typically account for only 20 to 25
percentof the total labor required for production. Yet these are
the activities most growers concentrate on.
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Planting accounts for another 20 to 25 percent of total direct
labor. Planting activities are part of production. They are
accomplished before we begin to grow our plants. How they are
done influences the efficiency of the "Care as Needed" activities
and the quality of the final product. Potting media which is non-
uniformly mixed, divisions which are not all planted at the same
depth, or pots which do not all contain the same amount of
media will each affect labor usage for the rest of the production
cycle. If you don't plant "green-side-up" all subsequent areas
of production become more difficult!

In many companies, labor activities associated with harvest are
the most poorly managed. As plant people our focus has been
on growing. By harvest time production is over; we are no
longer growing anything. But approximately 50 percent of all
direct labor is used in harvest activities. The greatest potential
for direct labor cost reduction may be in harvest-related
activities. The area of greatest labor expense is often the area
least-managed, at least as far as labor efficiency is concerned.
Although we manage loading and delivery, we often fail to
manage the labor used in selecting, grooming, and transporting
our plants.

Remember the message on no-decision systems: Eliminate the
decisions. The greatest potential for labor savings among
harvest activities is in the select-and-groom activity.
Selecting and grooming a plant requires two basic decisions:

1. To select or to not select a particular plant,
(based on stage of maturity, condition, quality, etc.)

2. To groom or to not groom a plant.
(Is the pot dirty enough to require being wiped off, is a leaf
yellow enough to require removal?)

Both are complex decisions. The chance for time delay while
the worker makes a decision is great for each plant to be picked
and cleaned for an order. If a no-decision system cannot be
satisfactorily designed, then labor must be trained and
continually retrained to make the required decisions quickly
without undo thought. Try to prevent the worker, or yourself,
from becoming stuck in extended indecision. In our research on
labor usage, we have seen labor reductions of as much as 80
percent from initiating continuous training and from refining the
select and groom activities.

Continuously train and retrain workers who pick orders. Each
time orders are to be picked, gently remind workers of the
selection criteria. Pick a few plants or fiats along with them.
Train to the appropriate criteria. Do not train harvest workers in
what an ideal or perfect plant looks like. No plant is perfect and
no two plants will look exactly alike. Training workers to pick
perfect plants, or the best first, will invite them to become stuck
in extended indecision and waste time. Train harvest workers in

what is not acceptable quality. Then the selection decision
becomes merely to take everything else. Fewer plants or flats
will be examined and put back onto the bench when picking
orders.



Transport Systems

When moving plants or materials, the basic rules of "nothing
moves far and move in the largest quantities possible" are well
understood and usually adhered to. There are two activities
associated with transport systems which are often overlooked
and which significantly contribute to the total labor required to
perform the operation. These are the activities of loading and
unloading the means of transport. Systems can be designed to
eliminate the opportunity for extended indecision in both
activities but often physical limitations exist which contribute to
ineffective labor utilization in these activities. Thedesign of the
means of transport (cart, trailer) contributes to the effectiveness
or lackof effectiveness in the loading and unloadingactivities.
If theheight of the loading platform or structural bracing force

workers into awkward motions, labor effectiveness will be
reduced even though the people are working hard and fast.

Step 5. Implement the systems designed. Again start with
Harvest, then Planting and Care-as-Needed activities.

Step 6. Control the systems. Continuously check their
effectiveness. Consult with workers performing the activity.
Adjust the systems to a changing environment. Do notmerely
discard poor quality plants - correct the system that produced
them. Spend your time where it will make the most or save the
most - activities which use a significant percentageof total labor
and those which require a decision to be made. Remember to
train and retrain continuously on those activities which have
potential for extended indecision.

Summary

This article has described some basic operations-management
concepts for using labor efficiently in the production process.
The actualgrowing of the plant (Care as Needed) is only a small
part of production, and production is only part of a firm. To be
a profitable firm, the whole firm, all activities, must be well-
managed. Make time for lunch.

As stated earlier, a firm can be no better than its weakest
activity. Systems need to be developed to accomplish each
activity in an efficient way. The goal is to reach the lowest
possible cost structure for the entire firm while still maintaining
quality of product and service. Do not increase efficiency by
decreasing quality; without quality, you may be out of the
market. Don't drop the baton.

To be a better firm, all activities and linkages must be better
managed. To compete in the marketplace, you must use
management to achieve the lowest possible cost structure for
your firm. Don't grow what you can't sell. If you don't make
more than it costs, you lose money. Labor is everything.
Eliminate or reduce the opportunity for extended indecision.
Get out of the field. Make time for lunch. Don't drop the baton.

Dr. Alan Stevens

Kansas State University
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The Kansas Greenhouse Growers Assn. is introducing a
new service to the membership. Effective immediately
theKGGA willbe able toaccept Visa andMasterCard
for payment ofmembership dues, conferencefees, trade
fair registration, etc.
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1996 Oklahoma State University
Poinsettia Cultivar Trial

Forty-nine cultivars from five breeders were featured in this
year's OSU poinsettia cultivar trial. Rooted cuttings were
received from participating companies August 22-23, potted in
a commercial premixedmedia (Fafard No. 2, Fisons, Inc),and
placed in a corrugated polycarbonate-covered greenhouse.
Plants were pinched on September 12 and calcium chloride
foliar sprays (200 ppm) were applied on October 28 and
November 4. Plants werehand irrigated with250 ppmN from
a commercial premixed fertilizer (Peters 20-10-20 PLS) and
leached with unfertilized water weekly. Fertilization was ceased
onNovember 15. Noplant growth regulators wereapplied and
Marathon was used for whitefly control.

The following data were collected on each plant when it
flowered: height (from media), diameter (average of two
measurements, one taken at the widest point and the other
perpendicular to the first), flower clusters per plant, date of first
color, date of flowering, broken stems per plant, and foliage,
bract, and overall ratings (1-5 rating, with 5 being the best).
Data were collected on 15 to 30 plants per cultivar, depending
on the number of plants sent by each company.

At flowering, four plants of each cultivar were placed in a well-
lighted room for postharvest evaluation. The following data
were collected: days to termination, first dropped leaf, and first
dropped bud. At termination, the following were recorded:
number of fallen leaves and bracts per plant and bud lossrating
(0-4 with 0=0%, 1=0-25%, 2=25-50%, 3=50-75%, and 4=75-
100% of buds dropped). Plants were considered finished when
the majority of either the buds or the leaves had fallen or when
the bracts had become discolored.

The consumer preference trial was conducted at TLC Nursery
and Garden Center in Oklahoma City. Two plants of each
cultivar were placed in decorative sleeves, labeled, and
displayed. Customers and visitors were asked to list their five
favorite cultivars on a ballot and 129 ballots were received. The

overall favorite was Marblestar, which was listed by 51 percent
of respondents as one of their top five. Results for all cultivars
are listed in Table 2. The following cultivars received the most
votes in each color category:



branching was uniform and compact and the branches were
strongand sturdy with no breakage.

Gutbier V-14 Red Glory (Ecke): V-14 Red continues to
perform well despite of all the new cultivars now available. Its
branching is even and consistent. The bracts are large and
smooth with no puckering. No bract edge burn was detected.
The foliagewas lighter green than other cultivars but was clean.
The branches are sturdy but it did have some stem breakage.

PeaceJolly Red (Ball): Jolly Red was similar to Freedom in its
bract color and growth habit. The bracts were dark red and
smooth. Its growth habit was even and compact. The foliage
color was dark green. It was one of the latest reds to bloom. If
youwanted a Freedom-type poinsettia for late in the season, this
cultivar would be a good choice.

Noblestar (Fischer): Noblestar was an orange-red color
poinsettia that was very distinctive from the other red cultivars.
The bracts were large and smooth with no bract edge burn. It
showed consistent branching and uniformity. The foliage color
was not as dark as other cultivars but was still acceptable.

Nutcracker Red (Oglevee): Nutcracker proved to bea verynice
red cultivar. Its bracts were large and dark red in color with no
puckering or bract edge burn. The branches were uniform and
sturdy.The plantswere largerthan Freedomthus making it more
striking in appearance. The foliage was slightly lighter green
than other cultivars but was still attractive. Several comments

were made by visitors about the attractiveness of this cultivar.

Peter Jacobsen's Peterstar Red (Ecke): The variety was an
outstanding red. The bract color was a deep red with large,
smooth bracts. It branched uniformly and consistently. The
foliage was dark green.

DRIP IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

SAVE LABOR,
WATER & FERTILIZER

FOR ALL OF YOUR WATERING NEEDS
i Mums

-» Poinsettias

-< Hanging Baskets
-i Inground Nursery Stock
-i B & B Stock

An investment That Pavs for Itself

lurnbin

17005 Manchester Rd.. Graver. MO 63040
Phone:314-458-2226 Fax:314-458-2760
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Peter Jacobsen's Petoy Red (Ecke): This cultivar was very
similarto Supjibibut larger in size.

Picacho (Fischer): This was one of the smaller reds. Itwould do
well in small pots. Branching wasuniform andconsistent. Bract
color and form was good. Foliage color was a nice dark green.

Red Splendor (Ball): This cultivar had the darkest foliage of
any cultivar we trialed; almost black in color. The bracts were
dark red but tended to be small. It did provide an interesting
contrast between the foliage and bracts since the bracts were
smaller and more of the foliage showed.

Silverstar (Fischer): Thiscultivarhad very attractive variegated
foliage. The foliage color was pale, gray-green with creamy-
white variegation. Thebract colorwas a nice cherry redandthe
bracts were smooth with little puckering. The branching was
uniform and consistent and the plant form was good.

Sonora Red (Fischer): Bract color was nice and dark as was the
foliage color. The bracts had a tendency to droop and had the
"oak-leaf shape to them. Good, consistent branching with some
branch breakage.

Spotlight Dark Red (Dummen): This cultivar displayed a dark
red bract color. The bracts were large and smooth with very
little puckering. No bract edge burn was observed. Theplant
was largewith uniform branching. Plant diameter tended to be
larger than the other cultivars. Foliage color was good and
clean.

Menorca (Dummen): The bracts on this cultivar were not as
large a Spotlight DarkRed. The colorof the bracts wasgoodand
the foliage was dark green.

Pepride (Ecke): This cultivar was the smallest cultivar trialed
and would do well in a 4-inch pot as promoted by the breeder.
The bracts were very nice in color and form. The foliage color
was a nice dark green.

Pink

The color of the bracts in several of the pink cultivars appeared
faded or washed out. The only missing shade of pink was a dark
pink. Most of the other differences between cultivars were due
to plant shape and growth habit.

Capri Pink (Dummen): Thiscultivar displayed bracts thatwere
held more upright (horizontal) than other cultivars (similar to
'Celebrate IT bracts). The bracts weresomewhat puckered but
not unattractive. The foliage wasclean but not quite as dark as
someothercultivars. The branching waseven and consistent but
it did have some branch breakage.

Cortez Pink (Fischer): The pink color tended to be a little
washed out. The branching was uniform and consistent with a
little branch breakage. Foliage color was good.



Red: Eckespoint Success (24%)
Spotlight Dark Red(22%)
Menorca(19%)
Dynasty Red (19%)
Red Splendor (17%)
SonoraRed(17%)

Pink: Nutcracker Pink (19%)
Maren(16%)
Gross Darlyne Pink (9%)

White: Gutbier V-17 Angelika White (36%)
Nutcracker White (12%)
Peter Jacob. Peterstar White(10%)

Bicolors: Marblestar (51%)
Eckespoint Monet (48%)
Eckespoint Jingle Bells 3 (40%)

Aspecial thanks toLinda and Charles Shackelford, Julia Spicer,
Steven Mott, Terry Webb, April Enos, Michelle Loveless, and
all of the others who generously set up and maintained the
display at TLC and to all of the companies for providing the
poinsettias.

Participating Poinsettia Cultivar
Breeders/Suppliers

Ball FloraPlant

622 Town Rd.

W Chicago, IL 60185-2698
800-879-2255

FAX 800-234-0370

Fischer Geraniums

24500 S.W. 167th Ave.

Homestead, FL 33031
305-245-9464

FAX 305-245-9474

Paul Ecke Poinsettias, Inc.
P.O. Box 230488

Encinitas, CA 92023-0488
800-468-3253

FAX 619-944-4000

Dummen Young Plants
7000 Topeka Lane
Vancouver, WA 98664
360-750-1194

FAX 360-750-5537

Oglevee Ltd.
152 Oglevee Lane
Connellsville, PA 15425
412-628-8360

;;-
'awakoni

JHant
arm

"We grow Lhe usual &liie Unusual'

Les Martin
Sales Representative

Toll Free

1-888-544-4474

Pager 214-229-0718 FAX (903) 560-0104
Route 3, Box 109B • Wills Point, TX 75169
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Reviewer's Comments

Red

Most of the red cultivars performed well and differences
between cultivars were small. The predominate shade of red was
a deep, dark red. Silverstar displayed a cherry red that was
different from the others. Noblestar's bract color was almost
orange-red which also set it apart from the other cultivars.
Freedom was the earliest tobloom (83 days), while Success was
the latest (106 days). Pepride was the smallest cultivar and
woulddo well in a 4-inch pot.

Bonita (Fischer): The bracts were dark red incolor, similar to
Freedom. No bract edge burn was detected and the bracts were
fairly smooth but had a little ofa "rippling" effect. The foliage
color was a nice dark green and was "smooth" and healthy.
There were no broken stems and the branching was even and
consistent. No growth regulators would be needed as the plant
stayed nice and compact.

Cortez Red (Fischer): This cultivar displayed a very dark red
color in the bracts. No bract edge burn was detected. These
bracts were more "oak leaf shaped thanthe othercultivars. The
branches tended to small in diameter and to break off when
handling. The branching was even and consistent and the plant
stayed uniform and compact. No growth regulators would be
required.

Dynasty Red (Oglevee): Dynasty Red cuttings arrived
elongated. After the pinch they were twice as tall as any other
cultivar; thus at flowering the plants were very tall. The
branching was a little inconsistent and the spread of the plants
were out of proportion to their height. Otherwise, the bract color
and qualityand foliage qualitywas very good.

Eckespoint Freedom Red (Ecke): Freedom bracts were dark
red and smooth with no puckering or bract edge burn. The
foliage was a dark green and very clean. Branching was
consistent and compact and no growth regulators are required.
It was the earliest to flower of all the cultivars. There were no
problems with broken stems.

Eckespoint Success (Ecke): Success was the latest red cultivar
to flower but its bract color and display were very nice. The
bract color was not as dark as Freedom but was still a very nice
red. It tended to hold it's bracts upright and horizontal and the
bracts were smooth and not puckered. The stems were very
stocky and strong. Success was one the tallest reds. It also did
well in an 8-inch pot with 3 unpinched plants per pot.

Festival Red (Oglevee): The bracts were very dark red which
contrasted well with the dark green foliage. The bracts were nice
and large. Branching was uniform and consistent.

Gross Supjibi Red (Ecke): Supjibi had large, thick bractsthat
were not as dark as some of the other cultivars. The bracts were

smooth with no puckering and no bract edge burn. The


